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Abstract� The general theory of parabolic geometries is applied
to the study of the normal Cartan connections for all hyperbolic
and elliptic ��dimensional CR�manifolds of codimension two� The
geometric meaning of the individual components of the torsion is
explained and the chains of dimensions one and two are discussed�

There have been many attempts to use some ideas going back up to
Cartan� in order to understand the geometry of CR�manifolds� In the
codimension one cases� the satisfactory solution had been worked out
in the seventies� see ���� ��� but the higher codimensions have not been
understood yet in a comparable extent� In this paper� the recent general
theory of the so called parabolic geometries is applied� In particular� we
use the approach developed in ��� ���� see also ��	� �
� for earlier results�
Relying on recent achievements by the authors� a clean and quite simple
construction of the normal Cartan connection is presented� This Cartan
connection replaces the absolute parallelisms from ��� by more powerful
geometric tools and it enables the detailed study of geometrical and
analytical properties of the CR structures� Consequently the resulting
geometric picture is much more transparent and surprising new results
are obtained�

The main advantage of our approach is the fully coordinate�free han�
dling of the normal Cartan connection and its curvature� Thus we are
able to translate the cohomological properties of the structure alge�
bras into full geometrical understanding of the curvature obstruction�
without writing down the curvature components explicitly� The initial
section introduces the CR structures and provides a brief exposition of
the second order normal osculation of the surfaces� Then we observe�
that this osculation transfers enough data from the quadric to apply
the general construction of normal Cartan connections� due to ��	� ���
This leads easily to the main Theorems ��� and ��	� In fact� the Car�
tan connections are constructed also for certain abstract CR�manifolds
and the embedded ones have many distinguished properties� The third

�
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section is devoted to the exposition of the generalities on parabolic ge�
ometries modelled over j�j�graded algebras and provides the proof of
the existence of the normal connections�

Next we study the local geometry of the hyperbolic points in detail�
We recover easily all known facts from ���� but we go much further�
In particular� we identify the complete geometric obstructions against
the integrability of the almost product structure on the tangent bundle
�Theorem 	��� the integrability of the almost complex structure on
the tangent CR space �Theorem 	�
�� and the compatibility of the
almost product and almost complex structures �	���� It turns out that
the latter two obstructions always vanish on the embedded hyperbolic
CR�structures which results in automatic vanishing of several algebraic
brackets� In particular� the whole hyperbolic CR�manifold M � C � is
a product of two 	�dimensional CR�manifolds if an only if its almost
product structure is integrable� see Theorem 	��� Finally we discuss the
chains of dimensions one and two�

Following our intuition� the geometric properties at hyperbolic points
have been expected to have their counterparts in the local geometry
at the elliptic points� cf� remarks and open problems in ���� This is the
subject of Section �� In particular� we observe that the roles of almost
complex and almost product structures are swapped� Thus� there is
an almost complex structure on the whole tangent bundle TM and
we distinguish the algebraic brackets obstructing its integrability in
Theorem ��	� The obstructions against the integrability of the almost
product structures on the complex spaces TCRM and their compati�
bility with the almost complex structures vanish automatically for the
embedded elliptic CR�structures� They are discussed in ���� ��� The
analogy to the product property of torsion�free hyperbolic geometries
is the holomorphic normal Cartan connection in the elliptic case� see
Theorem ��
� Finally we prove that for torsion�free elliptic geometries�
there are unique one�dimensional complex chains in all complex direc�
tions transversal to the complex subbundle TCRM �Theorem �����

The last section collects some conclusions and remarks on future ap�
plications� The necessary cohomologies are computed in Appendix A
while some more details on the normalized osculations and the discus�
sion of chains on the hyperbolic and elliptic quadrics is postponed to
Appendix B�

The whole paper stresses the di�erential�geometric properties and
we have con�ned the analytical problems and consequences to a few
remarks� The function theoretical aspects will be discussed elsewhere�
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�� CR�structures of codimension two

Let M be a real submanifold in the complex space C N � Then there is
the CR�subspace TCRM � TM � J�TM� which consists of all vectors
�x � TxM such that the canonical complex structure J on C N maps �x
to J��x� � TxM � We say that the CR�codimension of M is k if dimM is
�n�k and dimTCRM is �n� By means of the implicit function theorem�
we may use a holomorphic projection of C N � C n�k and express M
locally as

Imw� � f��z� �z�Rew�� � � �� � � � � k

where z � �z�� � � � � zn�� w � �w� � u� � iv�� � � � � wk � uk � ivk� are
coordinates in C n�k and f��� � �� df��� � �� Geometrically this means
that the origin belongs to M and T�M is just fv � �g� By means of
further biholomorphic transformation of second order we are able to
eliminate the �harmonic� part of the second order term in f �

Re
X ��f

�zi�zj j�
zizj � �Re

X ��f

�zi�uj j�
ziuj �

�

�

X ��f

�uj�uj j�
uiuj�

Only the hermitian part in the second order term of f �

h�z� �z� �
�

�

X ��f

�zi��zj j�
zi�zj

will remain� thus we achieve that M is given by

v � h�z� �z� � O�	����

at a neighborhood of the origin� For more details see ����� The vector�
valued hermitian form h shall be denoted by hz� zi in the sequel� The
submanifold M is called Levi non�degenerate �at the origin� if the
scalar components of hz� zi are linearly independent and do not have
a common annihilator� The Levi form �

�i
h is given by means of the

standard Lie bracket f � gLie of vector �elds modulo the complex sub�
space TCRM � � �� f�x� J�xgLie � TM�TCRM for the CR�vector �elds
�� J� � M � TCRM � The latter bracket is algebraic since the standard
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Lie bracket composed with the projection onto the quotient is clearly
linear over functions�

The geometric meaning of ��� is that M osculates the quadric

Q � v � hz� zi

in second order� Both M and Q share the same tangent space� CR�
tangent space and Levi form at the origin�

Now� let us assume thatM � C � is of CR�codimension � and assume
further that M is Levi non�degenerate� Thus M is a smooth real 
�
dimensional manifold�

The quadric Q can be always understood as an open domain in the
homogeneous space G�P where G is the group of the automorphisms
of the hermitian form and P its isotropic subgroup of the origin� This
means that the tangent space in the origin carries the P �module struc�
ture of g�p in a canonical way and some second order data should be
carried over to M from g�p to the individual tangent spaces of M by
means of the osculation�

Thus� in order to try to study the geometry of M in the spirit of
the general theory as brie�y reviewed in Section �� we have to dis�
tinguish the possible non�degenerate C � �valued hermitian forms by a
suitable normalization and to analyze the remaining freedom in the
osculation� This has been done in ��
� ���� see Appendix B for a re�
view� In particular� we can achieve one of the following three forms for
h�z� �z� � hz� zi � C � by a linear transformation in z�s and v�s

h��z� �z� � z��z�� h��z� �z� � z��z����

h��z� �z� � z��z�� h��z� �z� � Re z��z��	�

h��z� �z� � Re z��z�� h��z� �z� � Im z��z����

and we refer to these cases as to hyperbolic� parabolic� and elliptic�
respectively� The normalization ��� with one of these hermitian forms
h is given uniquely up to the isotropic subgroup of the origin in the
group of all biholomorphic automorphisms of Q � C � �

We say that a point x � M is hyperbolic or parabolic or elliptic if
the osculating quadric at x is of that type� Apparently� the set of all
hyperbolic points is open and the same for the elliptic ones� The CR�
structure on M is called hyperbolic� or parabolic� or elliptic� if all points
of M are of the same type�

Let M � C � be a CR�structure of codimension two� such that all its
points are either hyperbolic or elliptic� As discussed above� the choice
of the canonical form of the osculating quadric Q � G�P �xes the
freedom in the osculation ��� to the isotropic subgroup of the origin
in G�P and this allows to transfer the P �invariant data of �rst and
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second order from the origin of Q to the individual tangent spaces in
all points of M �

We recall the details on the resulting groups

G �
�
�SU��� ���Z��� �SU��� ���Z��

�
o Z���

in the hyperbolic case� and

G � �SL�	� C ��Z��o Z��
�

in the elliptic case� P � G�� and their Lie algebras in Appendix B� At
the moment� let us notice that in both cases the Lie algebra g carries
the j�j�grading g � g�� � g�� � g� � g� � g�� p � g� � g� � g�� and
the subgroups P and G� have all properties discussed in ��� below�
In particular P is the subgroup of all elements whose adjoint action
leaves the p�submodules in g invariant� while G� consists of all elements
which leave the components gi invariant� Thus� the tangent space TxM
at each point x � M is identi�ed with the P �module g�p which is the
tangent space to the osculating quadric Q at its origin� the normalized
osculation transfers the P �submodule g�� � g�p to TCRM � TM � and
the algebraic structure of g�p is carried over to the associated graded
tangent space GrTM � �TM�TCRM�� TCRM �

���� Lemma� Let M � C
� be a hyperbolic or elliptic ��dimensional

CR�manifold� Then all algebraic brackets TCRM � TCRM � TCRM
and TCRM � TCRM � TM�TCRM on the real graded tangent space
GrTM � and the analogous algebraic brackets on the complexi�ed graded
tangent space GrTCM are obtained via the osculation from the corre�
sponding brackets at the origin of the quadric�
In particular� the algebraic Lie bracket f � gLie on GrTM coincides

with the algebraic bracket carried over by the osculation ����

Proof� The Lie bracket on g� � g���g�� is G��equivariant� and so the
osculation ��� induces an algebraic bracket on the associated graded
vector bundle GrTM � A neighborhood of the origin in Q can be iden�
ti�ed with the exponential image of g� in G and the Lie bracket in g�
is given by the usual Lie brackets of the left invariant vector �elds on
G� By means of the osculation� we can project these �elds onto M lo�
cally and clearly the algebraic bracket TCRM �TCRM � TM�TCRM
induced by the Lie bracket of vector �elds on M coincides with that
one carried over from g� by the osculation� Obviously� the result will
not be e�ected by the action of an element in P� on Q �i�e� by the
possible change of the osculation��

All other algebraic brackets on the real graded tangent space can
be treated in exactly the same way� provided they are P �invariant on
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the quadric� The action of an element of G� always commutes with
the osculation while the action of P� is not visible in all our cases�
Indeed� the action is trivial if all arguments and values are in TCRM �
while the contributions of the action is factored out in the case of the
brackets TCRM � TCRM � TM�TCRM � Similarly� the left invariant
vector �elds in the complexi�ed tangent spaces on the quadric can be
mapped into complex vector �elds on M and the above arguments
apply as well�

Let us notice� however� that the possible algebraic brackets taking
some arguments in TQ�TCRQ are never P �invariant�

The latter lemma turns out to be the most crucial point for our fur�
ther development� Indeed� there is the general theory of the so called
parabolic geometries which we adapt for our purposes in the next
section� In particular� Theorem ���	 due to ��	� �� will provide the
canonical principal bundles together with canonical Cartan connec�
tions for all hyperbolic and elliptic 
�dimensional CR�manifolds with
CR�codimension two �see the beginning of Section � for de�nitions and
more explanation�� We should also like to mention already now that
the complete proof of Theorem ���	 is in fact constructive� it is based
on well known facts from representation theory� and it is even shorter
and simpler than the ad hoc construction of the absolute parallelisms
in ���� The ultimate results read as follows�

���� Theorem� On each ��dimensional hyperbolic CR�manifold M �
C � of CR�codimension two� there is the unique normal Cartan con�
nection � of type �G�P � on the principal �bre bundle G � M � up to
isomorphisms� The subgroup P is the subgroup of all elements in G
from ��� which respect the p�module �ltration on su��� ��� su��� ���

���� Theorem� On each ��dimensional elliptic CR�manifold M � C �

of CR�codimension two� there is the unique normal Cartan connection
� of type �G�P � on the principal �bre bundle G � M � up to isomor�
phisms� The subgroup P is the subgroup of all elements in G from ���
which respect the p�module �ltration on sl�	� C ��

For the proof of these theorems see ���� below� The reason why the
methods of ��� could not produce a principal �bre bundle G with struc�
ture group P and a normal Cartan connection on G� was hidden in
the initial choice of the normalization which had to produce a Cartan
connection without torsion� In our approach� the torsions are the im�
portant parts of the obstructions which are easily observable on the
CR�manifold itself� The Sections 	 and � are basically dealing with the
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consequences of the vanishing of the individual components of the tor�
sion of the canonical Cartan connection for the hyperbolic and elliptic
local geometries�

�� Parabolic geometries modelled over j�j�graded Lie

algebras

The aim of this section is to introduce the reader to the so called
parabolic geometries� but we shall concentrate on the cases similar to
the real forms of the two�graded complex Lie algebra g � sl�	� C � �
sl�	� C �� Beside well known facts� we shall also have to adapt and extend
some points�

Let us notice �rst that the general ideas go back to E� Cartan and his
notion of �espace generalis�e�� The interest in the parabolic structure
groups was pointed out by Fe�erman� ����� in connection with prob�
lems in conformal and CR geometries� Extensive study was undertaken
even earlier by Tanaka �see ��	� and the references therein�� motivated
by a class of equivalence problems for di�erential systems� Tanaka�s
approach was developed further� see e�g� ���� �
�� Motivation coming
from twistor calculus led to another direction of related research� see
e�g� ��� �� ���� General background and an introduction to the subject
may be also found in ����� The exposition in this section extends the
development in �� �� and follows mainly �����

���� Graded Lie algebras� Let g be a j�j�graded Lie algebra� p and
g� its subalgebras�

g � g�� � g�� � g� � g� � g�

g� � g�� � g��� p � g� � g� � g��

Further� let G be a Lie group with the Lie algebra g� Then there is
the subgroup P � G of elements whose adjoint representations on g

preserve the �ltration by p�submodules gi�gi���� � ��g� and there also
is the subgroup G� � P of all elements whose adjoint representation
leaves invariant all gi� Thus the components gi of the grading can be
understood as G��submodules� but also as the factors in the graded
P �module components associated to the P �module �ltration� Similarly
we de�ne the jkj�graded algebras g � g�k � � � � gk�

In the sequel� we shall deal with semi�simple j�j�graded Lie algebras
exclusively� It is well known that all graded semi�simple Lie algebras are
sums of jkj�graded algebras for suitable k�s and the subgroups P � G
are always suitable real forms of parabolic subgroups PC � GC in the
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complexi�cation� The exposition below extends easily to general semi�
simple jkj�graded Lie algebras and the corresponding parabolic struc�
tures� as discussed in ��� for example� Many geometric and algebraic
properties of these geometries are deduced in �
��

���� Cartan connections� The homogeneous space p � G � G�P is
equipped with the left Maurer�Cartan form � � C��G� g�� This is the
prototype of a geometry modelled over the homogeneous space G�P �
In general� a Cartan geometry of type G�P is a principal �bre bundle
p � G � M over a smooth manifold M � equipped with a g�valued
one�form � � C��G� g� satisfying

� ���X�u�� � X for all X � p and fundamental �elds �X on G�
� � is right�invariant� i�e� �rb��� � Ad�b��� 	 � for all b � P �
� the restrictions �jTuG � TuG � g are linear isomorphisms� i�e� the
obvious mapping TG � G � g is a di�eomorphism�

The homomorphisms of Cartan geometries are those principal �bre
bundle morphisms which respect the Cartan connections� The 	at Car�
tan geometry is the homogeneous space G � G�P with the Maurer�
Cartan form ��

Let us also observe that the above absolute parallelisms � turn out
to be special cases of principal connections  � on the principal bundle
 G � G �P G with structure group G� Indeed� the connection forms of
all principal connections on  G whose horizontal distributions do not
meet the tangent space TG � T  G restrict to forms � with the required
properties� See e�g� ���� for more comments�

��	� Normal coordinates� For each X � g� the parallelism � de�nes
the vector �eld ����X� on G� The horizontal vector �elds ����X� on G
are those with X � g� and their values span the horizontal distribution
on G� Due to the third property of �� the choice of a frame u � G de�nes
an injective smooth mapping of a neighborhood of zero in g�

g� 
 X �� Fl
����X�
� �u����

de�ned by means of the �ows of the vector �elds ����X�� The tangent
space of its image at u belongs to the horizontal distribution on G and
its composition with the projection p � G � M de�nes the locally
de�ned mapping

 u � g� �M� X �� p�Fl
����X�
� �u�����

which is di�eomorphic on a neighborhood of the origin� We call  u the
normal coordinates on M given by the frame u� At the same time�  u
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induces the local trivialization �u�

�u � M � G� M 
  u�Y � �� Fl
����Y �
� �u� � G����

Clearly� the normal coordinates around a �xed point x � M are pa�
rameterized by elements in P and they generalize the usual normal
coordinates of a!ne connections on manifolds� The general concept of
the normal coordinates has been introduced and studied in �����

���� Chains� The notion of normal coordinates suggests a straightfor�
ward generalization of the geodetical curves� For each choice of X � g�
and u � G we de�ne the ��chain 	u�X � R � M on a neighborhood of
� � R by

	u�X�t� � p�Fl
����X�
t �u���

Clearly the tangent direction to the ��chain 	u�X at its origin is the vec�
tor Tp�����X��u� since the tangent bundle TM is identi�ed with the
associated bundle G �P �g�p� via the adjoint representation� fu�Xg ��
Tp�����X�� In particular we see immediately that many di�erent ��
chains may share the same tangent direction�

The ��chains have been studied under various names like Cartan�s
circles or generalized circles� see e�g� ����� and the chains introduced
by Chern and Moser for CR�geometries of codimension one are exactly
the ��chains with X � g��� Since dim g�� � � for these geometries� the
latter ��chains coincide with the chains de�ned below�

All ��chains corresponding to a �xed frame u yield exactly the nor�
mal coordinates with origin at p�u� and the transformation rules for
these coordinates under the change of u may be quite complicated� in
general� On the other hand� the ��chains corresponding to the param�
eters fu�Xg with X � g�� have very speci�c properties� We de�ne the
chain 
u � g�� �M by the formula


u�X� � p�Fl
����X�
� �u���

Thus the chains are parameterized submanifolds in M of dimension
dim g���

���� Remark� The importance of the chains grows whenever they are
given uniquely by their tangent directions in the origin� Another impor�
tant question is whether two di�erent chains may intersect nontrivially
in each small neighborhood of their common origin� The answer to these
questions is usually very easy because of the following equivalent def�
inition of ��chains by means of their developments into the associated
bundle FM �  G �G �G�P ��

The principal connection  � on  G provides the induced �generalized�
connection on the bundle FM and there is the canonical embedding
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of M into FM � p�u� �� fu� �e�g� Thus each curve 	�t� � M can be
mapped by the parallel transport of  � into a curve  	 in the �bre over
	���� This curve  	 is called the development of the curve 	� Clearly�
the germs of curves through 	��� are in bijective correspondence with
the germs of their developments�

Now� our de�nition of the ��chains can be easily rephrased as follows�
The ��chains are exactly the curves 	 whose developments  	 are given
by one�parametric subgroups in G� i�e�  	u�X � fu� �exp tX�g� See e�g�
���� for more details�

Since our chains 
u are obtained via ��chains� all structural questions
mentioned above are obtained by the discussion of the chains in the
homogeneous case�

��
� Curvature and torsion� The structure equation

d� � �
�

�
��� �� �K

de�nes the g�valued horizontal ��form K � "��G� g�� If we evaluate
the structure equation on two horizontal vector �elds we obtain the
so called frame form of the curvature� the equivariant function � �
C��G�#�g�� � g�P

��u��X� Y � � K�����X�� ����Y ���u�

� �X� Y �� �������X�� ����Y ���u���

The Cartan geometry is locally isomorphic to the �at one if and only
if its curvature vanishes�

If g is semi�simple� then P is a parabolic subgroup of the semi�simple
group G and we then refer to the above geometries as to parabolic
geometries of type G�P �

The curvature � has values in the space of cochains of the Lie algebra
cohomology H��g�� g�� The grading on g induces the grading on the
space of cochains� The homogeneous cochains of degree k are those
which map gi  gj into gi�j�k and this grading is respected by the Lie
algebra cohomology di�erential �� For each cochain � � #kg��A with
values in a g��module A the di�erential is given by

���X�� � � � � Xk� �
kX
i��

Xi���X�� $� � �� Xk� �
X
i�j

���Xi� Xj�� X�� $� � �� Xk�

����

where the dot in the �rst summand means the g��module action while
the hats denote the obvious omitions�
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In particular� the whole curvature splits into the homogeneous parts
��k�

� �
��X

k�����

��k�

where  � � is the length of the grading� On the other hand� we may
split � according to its values� In particular� there is the torsion part
�� with values in g�

� �
�X

i���

�i �� � ��� � � � � � ��� �p � �� � � � � � ���

The torsion has a simple geometrical meaning� Let us de�ne the hori�
zontal bracket ��� ��h on the space Xh�G� of all �elds belonging to the
horizontal distribution on G by the standard Lie bracket followed by
horizontal projection� By the very de�nition� the torsion of � vanishes
if and only if the mapping g� 
 X �� ����X� � Xh�G� is a Lie algebra
homomorphism�

���� Regular and normal connections� We say that the parabolic
geometry �G� �� is regular if ��k� � � for all k � ��

In the sequel� we shall always assume g is semi�simple� Then there is
the adjoint of the Lie algebra cohomology di�erential �� the codi�er�
ential �� � #kg�� � g � #k��g�� � g�

We say that � is a normal Cartan connection if its curvature is co�
closed� i�e�

�� 	 � � � � C��G� g�� � g��

Let us recall� that the whole space of cochains decomposes into a sum
of irreducible components as a g��module� Each such component is
either in the image of � or in the image of �� or in the kernel of both�
The latter components are called harmonic and they are in bijective
correspondence with the non�zero cohomologies H��g�� g��

���� Theorem� ���	� �
� ��� Let �G� �� be a normal Cartan connec�
tion and assume that all components ��j�� j � k� vanish� Then � 	 ��k�

vanishes and so all non�trivial irreducible components of ��k� are har�
monic�
In particular� the whole curvature of � vanishes if and only if its

harmonic part does�
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The latter theorem is a straightforward consequence of the important
Bianchi identity for Cartan geometries�

���k��X� Y� Z� ��
X
cyclic

k��X
i��

��k�i����i��X� Y �� Z�

�
X
cyclic

L����Z��
�k�jZj��X� Y �

�����

where the sum is the cyclic sum over X� Y� Z � g�� and jZj � j if
Z � gj� See e�g� ��� for more details�

���� The underlying geometry on M � A part of the Cartan ge�
ometry �G� �� is visible directly on the underlying manifold M and�
fortunately� these data are su!cient in order to reconstruct the Car�
tan connection completely� This is the core of our approach to the CR
structures in this paper� As before we shall restrict ourselves to the
j�j�graded cases below� but the discussion extends easily to the general
case�

The P �module structure on g �de�ned via the Ad representation�
determines the �ltration by P �submodules

g � V �� � V �� � V � � V � � V � � g�

V k � gk � � � � � g� � g� k � ������ �� �� ��

This in turn de�nes the �ltration on TG

TG � T��G � T��G � T �G � T �G � T �G

T k
u �G� � ����u��V k�� k � ������ �� �� �� u � G�

The right invariance of � yields

����u�b��X� � Trb�����u��Ad�b��X�����

and so the latter �ltration on G is P �invariant� The P �invariant pro�
jection p � G �M de�nes then the �ltration

TM � T��M � T��M � f�g�

Moreover� each �xed frame u � G with p�u� � x � M determines the
linear isomorphism of �ltered vector spaces

$u � g� � TxM X �� Tp�����X��u�

and on the level of the associated graded spaces we obtain the linear
isomorphism

$u � V ���V �� � V ���V � � g�� � g�� � T��
x M�T��

x M � T��
x M�
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The whole structure group P is a semidirect product of its reductive
subgroup G� �corresponding to the Lie algebra g�� and the subgroup
P� which corresponds to p�g�� g�� Obviously� the latter identi�cation
$u does not change if we replace the frame u by u�b with b � P�� Thus we
have identi�ed the graded tangent bundle GrTM with the associated
vector bundle to the principal bundle G� � G�P� whose standard �bre
is the G��module g�� In particular the Lie bracket on g� is transfered
to the algebraic bracket f � g� by

f�x� �xg� � $u��$u����x�� $u
����x���� �x� �x � GrTxM�u � G�

Notice that this de�nition does not depend on the choice of u since $u
is independent of the action of P� and the Lie bracket on g� is G��
equivariant� Since our G��structure on GrTM is de�ned by the Cartan
connection� we may choose representing vectors ��x � T i

xM � ��x � T j
xM �

their covering vectors $�u�$�u � TG and we obtain

f�x� �xg� � ���������$�u�� ��$�u����u��

where � is the obvious projection T i�jG � T i�jM � T i�jM�T i�j��M �
We shall see in a while that the regular Cartan geometries are exactly

those for which the latter bracket is induced from the Lie bracket of
vector �elds in an algebraic way� Since we shall need a good control
over the relations between the brackets of the horizontal vector �elds
and some brackets on the underlying manifold in its proof� we shall
�rst formulate a general lemma based on our concept of the normal
coordinates�

����� Lemma� Let u � G and let �u be the corresponding distinguished
local trivialization of G� see �
�� Further let X� Y � g�� and consider
the projectable vector �elds  ��  � over M � such that their restrictions
to the image of �u coincide with the horizontal �elds ����X�� ����Y ��
respectively� Then �����X�� ����Y ���u� � � ��  ���u��
Thus� in particular

Tp������X�� ����Y ���u� � �Tp� �� Tp� ���p�u��
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Proof� Let us write  � � ����X����  � � ����Y ��� and compute their
bracket� By the very de�nition� we obtain

� ��  ���u� �
d

dt j�
T �Fl

	�
�t� 	 ��

���Y � � �� 	 �Fl
	�
t ��u�

�
d

dt j�
T �Fl

	�
�t� 	 ��

���Y � � �� 	 �Fl
����X�
t ��u�

�
d

dt j�
T �Fl

	�
�t� 	 ��

���Y �� 	 �Fl
����X�
t ��u�

� � �� ����Y ���u�

where the �rst equality follows from the fact that the �ows of  � and
����X� through u coincide� the next one results from the vanishing of �

on the image of �u� Now� repeating the same arguments for �����Y ��  ���
we achieve just the required equality�

����� Lemma� Let � � "��G� g� be a Cartan connection with a j�j�
graded Lie algebra g� Then ��i� � � for all i � � and the Lie bracket of
vector �elds de�nes an algebraic bracket f � gLie on the graded vector
bundle GrTM � Moreover� ���� vanishes if and only if the latter bracket
coincides with the algebraic bracket f � g� on GrTM �

Proof� Recall that the de�ning equation for the homogeneous compo�
nents ��k��u��X� Y �� k �� �� u � G� X � gi� Y � gj is

��k��u��X� Y � � ��i�j�k���
���X�� ����Y ���u����	�

while the component of degree zero is

�����u��X� Y � � �X� Y �� �i�j���
���X�� ����Y ���u������

Now� consider vector �elds � in T iM � � in T jM and let us choose
elements Xr � V i� Ys � V j such that � � Tp�

P
r f

r����Xr�� � �
Tp�
P

s g
s����Ys� with suitable functions f r� gs on G� Then

��� �� � �Tp�
X
r�s

f rgs�����Xr�� �
���Ys��� modT i�jM�

The negative homogeneous components ��k�� k � � have to vanish
because the algebra is j�j�graded and so we have no choice of arguments
for cochains with such homogeneity� The lowest possible case will be a
cochain g�� � g�� � g�� of homogeneity zero� The fact that the Lie
bracket of vector �elds produces an algebraic bracket on the associated
graded tangent bundle is obvious�
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Now� the two brackets in question may be expressed for all vectors
�x � ������X��u�� and �x � ������Y ��u�� as

f�x� �xg� � �������X� Y ���u��

f�x� �xgLie � �Tp� �� Tp� ���x� mod T i�j��M

� �������X�� ����Y ���u� mod T i�j��G�

� �������i�j���
���X�� ����Y ���u����

where  � or  � are some projectable �elds from the previous Lemma �����
Thus� according to ����� the two brackets equal each other if and only
if ���� vanishes�

Now we have got the motivation for the following de�nition of geo�
metric structures on manifolds� Let us also remark that the version of
the latter lemma which is valid for all jkj�graded structures needs one
more condition� Namely� the existence of the algebraic bracket induced
by the Lie brackets of vector �elds is equivalent to the vanishing of all
negative components ��k�� k � ��

����� De�nition� Let g� G� P � and G� be as in ���� A regular �g� P ��
structure on a smooth manifold M is a �ltration of the tangent bundle
TM

TM � T��M � T��M

together with the reduction of the structure group of the associated
graded tangent vector bundle GrTM to the subgroup G�� such that the
algebraic bracket on GrTM induced by the Lie bracket of vector �elds
coincides with the algebraic Lie bracket de�ned by the G��structure�

We may understand the above condition as the requirement that the
subbundle T��M be reasonably non�involutive� Due to our restriction
to j�j�graded algebras we do not need to consider the other condition
from proposition ���� on the Lie brackets of vector �elds� namely that
they must not be �too much non�involutive��

Surprisingly enough there is the theorem claiming that� apart of a
few exceptions� all regular normal parabolic geometries are uniquely
given by the underlying �g� P ��structures on the manifolds M �

����� Theorem� Let M be a smooth manifold� g a graded semi�simple
Lie algebra� G a Lie group with Lie algebra g� and assume that all
homogeneous components of the cohomologies H�

� �g�� g� with positive
degrees  � � are trivial� Then there is a bijective equivalence between
isomorphism classes of the regular �g� P ��structures on M and the iso�
morphism classes of regular normal Cartan geometries �G� �� over M �
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For the proof see Section 	 of ���� The computations in ��
� �� show
that� apart of situations with simple components in g�� the only excep�
tions are g � sl��� C �� speci�c maximal parabolic subalgebras in special
linear algebras in higher dimension �j�j�graded examples� and speci�c
maximal subalgebras in symplectic algebras �j�j�graded examples�� An
equivalent theorem for the cases g simple and G connected was proved
in ��	��

����� Proof of Theorems ��� and ���� The relevant cohomologies
for the real forms of sl�	� C � � sl�	� C � are computed in Appendix A�
In particular� there is no obstruction in the construction of the normal
Cartan connections out of regular �g� P ��structures according to The�
orem ���	� The de�nition of the relevant �g� P ��structures by means of
the fundamental second order osculation ��� was discussed at the end
of Section �� see Lemma ����

	� The hyperbolic structures

In this section� we shall study the consequences of the algebraic struc�
ture of su��� �� � su��� �� for the hyperbolic points on 
�dimensional
CR�manifolds of CR�codimension � M � C � � Thus the Lie groups G�
P � G�� as well as the corresponding Lie algebras will be �xed through�
out this section�

	��� Almost product and almost complex structures� As we no�
ticed already in the proof of Theorem ���� there is the relevant �g� P ��
structure on M � Since the individual left and right components of g

are P �submodules� this structure introduces the natural splitting of
the whole tangent bundle TM � i�e� an almost product structure on M �
The almost product structure also restricts to the complex tangent
bundles TCRM � We shall write

TM � TRM � TLM� TCRM � TCR�RM � TCR�LM

GrTM � �TLM�TCR�LM � TCR�LM�� �TRM�TCR�RM � TCR�RM��

In particular� the two components of TM are orthogonal with respect
to the algebraic bracket f � gLie�

Next� we observe that the canonical almost complex structure J de�
�ned on TCRM is induced by the �g� P ��structure� Indeed� we de�ne

J � �TCRM�� � TCRM� J�Tp�����X��u�� � Tp������iX��u��

and this formula does not depend on the choice of u and X because
the adjoint action of P on g�� � g�p is complex linear�
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At the same time� there is the obvious integrable complex structure
coming from the de�nition TCRM � TM � iTM � T C � on the embed�
ded CR�manifolds� The fundamental osculation ��� then implies that
these two almost complex structures on TCRM coincide�

	��� The abstract hyperbolic CR�manifolds of dimension six and CR�
codimension two are de�ned by the speci�cation of a regular �g� P ��
structure on M in the sense of De�nition ����� In particular� they come
equipped by the CR�subbundle TCRM � TM of real codimension two
with an almost complex structure� and the compatible almost product
structure on TM � The general theory then applies as well and so the
normal Cartan connections are given uniquely on all such manifolds�
We shall see� however� that the embedded ones have very speci�c fea�
tures� The automatic integrability of the almost complex structure J
on TCRM is an example� We can meet these more general structures on
some 
�dimensional real submanifolds in ��dimensional almost complex
manifolds�

Our goal is to understand fully the local geometrical properties� For
that reason we shall �rst discuss all possible algebraic brackets on TM
which arise from the Lie bracket of vector �elds and we shall link them
to certain components of the curvature of the canonical Cartan con�
nection � on M � In fact we shall work on the abstract level� forgetting
more or less about the embedding of the manifold M into C � � Thus
some of the obstructions will vanish automatically for the embedded
hyperbolic CR�manifolds�

For example� the algebraic Lie bracket of two vector �elds �� � in
TCR�LM has no contribution in TRM�TCR�RM and so the projection
of the Lie bracket ��� �� to TRM � TM�TLM has values in TCR�RM �
Analogously we can deal with left and right components exchanged and
so there are two obvious algebraic brackets

f � gL � TCR�LM � TCR�LM � TCR�RM���

f � gR � TCR�RM � TCR�RM � TCR�LM��
�

which have to vanish automatically for all embedded hyperbolic CR�
manifolds in view of Lemma ���� We shall see in a moment that these
brackets vanish even for the abstract structures�

Our general strategy will be to link algebraic brackets to certain
components of the curvature � of the Cartan connection �� Accord�
ing to Theorem ���� we have to start by the description of the real
cohomologies

H�
� �g

L
� � gR�� su��� ��

L � su��� ��R��
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homog� cochains comment

� gR�� � gR�� � gL�� real linear in both arguments

� gL�� � gL�� � gR�� real linear in both arguments

� gL�� � gR�� � gL�� antilinear in both arguments

� gL�� � gR�� � gR�� sesquilinear

� gR�� � gL�� � gR�� antilinear in both arguments

� gR�� � gL�� � gL�� sesquilinear

� gL�� � gL�� � gL� real and complex linear

� gR�� � gR�� � gR� real and complex linear

Table �� Real cohomologies of g� with coe!cients in g

���� Lemma� All irreducible components of these real cohomologies
are the one�dimensional g��modules which are generated by the �real�
bilinear cochains listed in Table ��

Proof� Let us consider the g��modules

A� � H�
� �g

L
� � gR�� su��� ��

L � su��� ��R��

By the general theory we know that the complexi�cations �A�
��C of the

dual g��modules A�
� are the complex cohomologies H�

���p�� sl�	� C � �
sl�	� C �� listed in the table of all complex cohomologies� see Table �
in Appendix A� Further� let us notice that the two components in g��
have a canonical complex structure� Now� we have just to keep in mind�
that a complexi�cation of a real linear mapping � � V � W � de�ned
on a complex vector space V � splits into two components according to
the splitting of the complexi�cation VC � V � �V � If the target of such
a mapping is complex as well� then the mapping � itself splits into
the complex linear and complex antilinear parts� Thus the complex
cohomologies on the list of Table �� and the other half of them� must
come exactly from the components listed in Table ��

Now we are ready to �nd the geometric meaning of the individual
torsion components� First� we shall focus on the obstructions against
the integrability of the natural almost product structure on M �
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Thus we are interested in brackets GrTLM � GrTLM � GrTRM
and those with the left and right components exchanged� The restric�
tion of f � gLie vanishes clearly� Hence� apart from the algebraic brackets
���� ��
�� there is another candidate

f � gL � TLM�TCR�LM � TCR�LM � TRM�TCR�RM����

f � gR � TRM�TCR�RM � TCR�RM � TLM�TCR�LM �����

Indeed� choosing any representative of the argument from the quotient
space� the ordinary Lie bracket projected to the desired component
yields our algebraic bracket� In contrast to the Levi form� these two
algebraic brackets are not coming from the quadric by the osculation�

��	� Lemma� The brackets ����� ���� vanish identically� The brackets
����� ��� are given by the formulae

f�L���� �gL � ��R�Tp��
��������u��X� Y ���u������

f�R���� �gR � ��L�Tp��
��������u��X� Y ���u������

where u � G� �L and �R are the obvious quotient projections in the left
and right components of the graded tangent space� and X � gL��� Y �
gL��� or X � gR��� Y � gR��� respectively� and

� � Tp�����X��u�� � � Tp�����Y ��u��

There are no more non�trivial algebraic brackets GrTLM�GrTLM �
GrTRM and GrTRM �GrTRM � GrTLM �

Proof� We shall discuss only brackets GrTLM �GrTLM � GrTRM �
The other ones are treated analogously�

The �rst part is quite easy� Let us consider �x� �x � TCR�L
x M � Further�

choose u � G� x � p�u�� and X� Y � gL�� such that �x � Tp�����X��u��
�x � Tp�����Y ��u�� According to the Lemma ����� there are the pro�

jectable vector �elds  ��  � on G such that their projections � � Tp 	  ��
� � Tp� � satisfy ��x� � �x� ��x� � �x and

��� ���x� � Tp�� ��  ���u� � Tp������X�� ����Y ���u������

Now let us recall the general formulae ��	� and ���� for the evaluations
of curvatures and remember there are no curvature components of non�
positive homogeneities� In particular�

�������X�� ����Y ���u�� � gL�� � �gL�� � gR��� mod p�
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Thus applying the projection �R onto the image TCR�RM of f � gL� we
may rewrite ���� as

f�x� �xgL � �R 	 Tp�� ��  ��

� �R 	 Tp��
���u�

�
�������X�� ����Y ���u��

�

� ��R 	 Tp��
���u�������u��X� Y ���

In particular� the bracket must vanish because there is no cohomology
represented by cochains gL�� � gL�� � gR��� see Table �� and so this
component of the curvature vanishes by Theorem ����

We shall proceed analogously in the case of the bracket ����� Let us
�x again a frame u � G� x � p�u�� choose the element in TLM�TCR�LM
represented by Tp�����X��u� with X � gL��� and choose another vector
�x � TCR�L

x M � �x � Tp�����Y ��u�� with Y � gL��� Next� we consider

the projectable vector �elds  � on G such that ����X� �  � on the image
of �u and similarly for �� Then the value of Tp 	  � � � at x represents
the right argument in TLM�TCR�LM and we obtain

��� ���x� � Tp�� ��  ���u� � Tp������X�� ����Y ���u�����

see again Lemma ����� Since X � gL��� Y � gL��� our table of cohomolo�
gies implies

�����u��X� Y � � ��R
�����

���X�� ����Y ���u�� � gR��

where �R
�� is the component of � valued in gR��� In particular we obtain

the required equality �����
There are still two more possibilities for algebraic brackets GrTLM�

GrTLM � GrTRM � The �rst one�

TLM�TCR�LM � TLM�TCR�LM � GrTRM

is obviously zero since the arguments are from an one�dimensional
space� The remaining brackets

f � gL � TLM�TCR�LM � TCR�LM � TCR�RM��	�

f � gR � TLM�TCR�RM � TCR�RM � TCR�LM����

can be well de�ned and algebraic if and only if the brackets ���� and
���� vanish� respectively� If so� then their values are again de�ned by
considering the representatives of the elements in the quotient spaces
in the domain� By the vanishing assumption� their projection to the
quotient on the right hand side is zero� thus they lie in the desired
targets�

So let us assume that the bracket ���� vanishes� Then tracing the
above computation of the latter bracket step by step� with the target
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replaced by TCR�RM � we end up with the formula

f�L���x��� ��x�gL � ��R 	 Tp��
���u�������u��X� Y ����

Thus the vanishing of our bracket is equivalent to the vanishing of the
corresponding component ���� � gL�� � gL�� � gR��� Consider now the
homogeneous component of degree two of the Bianchi identity� see ����
in Section �� Its right hand side includes terms of two kinds�

����������X� Y �� Z� L����Z��
���jZj��X� Y �����

The di�erential ����� on the left hand side is homogeneous of degree two
again and � acts injectively on the image of ��� Since our component
of ���� is not in the list of the available cohomologies and ���� is co�
closed� this component must be in the image of ��� Thus its image
under � vanishes if and only if this component vanishes too� Now� we
are interested only in the component gL��

��gL��
��gR�� and so its image

under � will sit in the subspace �cf� �����

�gR��
� � gL��

� � gL��
� � gR���� �gL��

� � gL��
� � gL��

� � gR����

Our knowledge of all possibly non�zero components of �rst degree in �
�remember we assume that the bracket ���� vanishes� and a straight�
forward inspection of the few possibilities of the placement of the ar�
guments into the two terms in the Bianchi identity shows that there is
no way to get anything non�zero�

Thus the vanishing of the last possible algebraic bracket has been
proved�

���� Theorem� Let M be an abstract hyperbolic ��dimensional CR�
manifold of CR�codimension two� The left distribution TLM is invo�
lutive if and only if the bracket ���� vanishes� the right distribution is
involutive if and only if the bracket ��� vanishes�
The almost product structure on M is integrable if and only if both

these brackets vanish�

Proof� All projections of the Lie brackets TLM � TLM � TRM are
linear over functions and thus algebraic� Therefore� Lemma 	�� implies
immediately the �rst claim� Similarly for the other distribution TRM
and the last claim follows by the standard foliation theory�

��
� Theorem� Let M be a ��dimensional abstract hyperbolic CR�
manifold of CR�codimension two� The canonical almost complex struc�

ture J on TCRM is integrable if and only if the part �
���
aa � C��G� g���

g����g��� of �
��� which is antilinear in both arguments vanishes� In par�

ticular� this part of the torsion vanishes on the embedded ��dimensional
hyperbolic CR�manifolds in C � �
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Proof� By the de�ning properties of the regular �g� P ��structures� the
complexi�ed CR�tangent subbundle TCR

C
M � TCM must be involutive�

Thus the obstruction against the integrability of J is the Nijenhuis
tensor N � #��TCRM�� � TCRM � Consequently� the theorem will be
proved once we verify the following claim� The Nijenhuis tensor N �
expressed by its frame form � � C��G� g���  g��� � g���� equals to

��
���
aa �
In order to prove this� let us choose vector �elds �� � in TCRM �

a frame u � G� p�u� � x � M � and X� Y � g�� such that ��x� �
Tp�����X��u�� ��x� � Tp�����Y ��u�� We have

N���x�� ��x�� � ��� ��� �J�� J�� � J��J�� �� � ��� J���

and N�Tp�����X��u�� T p�����Y ��u�� � Tp�������u��X� Y ���

As before� there are projectable vector �elds  ��  � over � and ��
such that �����X�� ����Y ���u� � � ��  ���u� and similarly for J��x� �
Tp�����iX��u� and J��x� � Tp�����iY ��u�� Then we can compute

N���x�� ��x�� � Tp�
�
�����X�� ����Y ��� �����iX�� ����iY �� �

����i�������iX�� ����Y �� � �����X�� ����iY ����u��
�
�u�

� Tp�
�
���
�
�X� Y �� �iX� iY � � i�iX� Y � � i�X� iY � �

�����X� Y �� �����iX� iY � � i�����iX� Y � � i�����X� iY �
�
�u�
�
�u�

� Tp����������aa �u��X� Y ���u�

	��� The complexi�ed Cartan connection� The proof of the pre�
ceding theorem could be also done by the methods of 	��� with the
help of complexi�cation� Indeed� the complexi�cation of the canoni�
cal form � is �C � TC G � gC which is a complex linear automor�
phism on each complex tangent space� The Lie bracket of real vector
�elds extends to the complex ones and again each choice of u � G�
X� Y � �g��C allows to choose projectable complex vector �elds  ��  �
such that � ��  ���u� � ����

C
�X�� ���

C
�Y ���u�� Furthermore� the expansion

of �C ���
��
C
�X�� ���

C
�Y ��� into the real and imaginary parts shows that

the latter expression yields exactly the complexi�cation �C of the cur�
vature� Thus we may proceed exactly as in 	� in order to link the

component of �
���
C

acting on two holomorphic vectors in the complexi��
cation of g�� and valued in the antiholomorphic ones� with the obstruc�
tion against the integrability of the holomorphic tangent subbundle in
�TCRM�C � Of course� the same applies if we swap the holomorphic and
antiholomorphic vector �elds�
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	��� The rest of the torsion� Similarly� the remaining two compo�
nents of the curvature obtain a nice geometric interpretation in form
of an algebraic bracket which is de�ned as follows� Take a holomor�
phic vector �eld � � �TCR�LM�C � an antiholomorphic � � �TCR�RM�C
and project their Lie bracket to holomorphic component in �TCR�RM�C �
Clearly� this is an algebraic bracket and it vanishes if and only if the cor�
responding curvature component vanishes� Similarly to the involutivity
of the holomorphic and antiholomorphic bundles� this obstruction has
an tensorial interpretation SR � �TCR�LM�� � �TCR�RM�� � TCR�RM �

SR��� �� � �R���� �� � �J�� J��� J �J�� �� � J ��� J������
�

Swapping the left and right tangent bundle components� we obtain

SL � �TCR�RM�� � �TCR�LM�� � TCR�LM�����

���� Theorem� Let M � C � be a Levi non�degenerate ��dimensional
CR�manifold of CR�codimension � and let x � M be a hyperbolic
point� Then M is product of two Levi non�degenerate ��dimensional
CR�structures M��M� � C � � locally around x� if and only if the alge�
braic Lie brackets

f � gL � TLM�TCR�LM � TCR�LM � TRM�TCR�RM

f � gR � TRM�TCR�RM � TCR�RM � TLM�TCR�LM

vanish on a neighborhood of x�
The abstract ��dimensional hyperbolic CR�manifolds of CR�codimen�

sion two are locally products of �abstract� ��dimensional CR�manifolds
of CR�codimension � if and only if the above algebraic brackets� as well
as the Nijenhuis tensor NJ � #��TCRM���TCRM and tensors SR� SL
from ����� ���� vanish�

Proof� All considerations are local and so we may suppose that the
whole M is hyperbolic� If M is a product of two 	�dimensional CR�
manifolds� then we can also consider the product G �M��M� of the
corresponding canonical Cartan bundles G� �M�� G� �M� equipped
with the product � � �� � �� of the corresponding normal Cartan
connections� These bundles and connections were constructed already
by Cartan in ��� and their construction is also covered by Theorem
���	� By de�nition� the new form � � "��G� g� has all properties of
normal Cartan connections and its curvature � is the sum of the two
curvatures �� and �� of �� and ��� respectively� In particular� there is
no torsion because the connections �� and �� are torsion free� Thus the
four tensorial obstructions on M � C � have to vanish as well�

Now� let M be a �abstract� hyperbolic 
�dimensional CR�manifold
and assume that all six tensorial obstructions from our theorem vanish
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globally� According to previous results� all homogeneous components
���� of the torsion of the normal Cartan connection vanish globally�
Thus� according to Theorem ��� and the table of the relevant coho�
mologies� all homogeneous components ��i�� i � 	� vanish too� In par�
ticular� there is no torsion part in �� Let us consider next the part �L

of the whole curvature which is represented by cochains of the form
gL� � gL� � gR and analogously �R with left and right components
swapped� We shall use the induction on the homogeneity degrees to
show� that all these components vanish� Thus� assume we have done
this for homogeneity less than j and consider the components in ho�
mogeneity j� Since there are no cohomologies of the types in question�
the corresponding parts of �L and �R are in the image of �� and so the
di�erential � acts on them injectively� Thus we can apply the Bianchi
identity in order to see that there is no component which could con�
tribute� cf� the end of the proof of Theorem 	�� Consequently� both �L

and �R vanish�
The splitting g � gL � gR induces two complementary P �invariant

distributions on G� TG � TLG � TRG� These distributions are involu�
tive if and only if the obvious algebraic bracket TLG � TLG � TRG �
TG�TLG vanishes and similarly with L andR swapped� Since the brack�
ets are algebraic� we may use the parallel �elds ����X�� ����Y � with
properly chosen X� Y for their evaluation� The projection may be real�
ized by means of the component of � valued in the left or right part of
g� But this is controlled by the curvatures �L� �R and so the brackets
vanish� as proclaimed�

Now� we know that the Cartan bundle G locally splits as a product
of two manifolds but we need much more� We wish to prove that there
is a neighborhood of x over which the whole Cartan bundle �G� �� is
isomorphic to a product of �GL� 	L� and �GR� 	R� for some suitable
Cartan connections 	L� 	R� In fact� if we construct these data only
locally around a chosen frame u � G� then the right invariance will
ensure what we need� The normal coordinates determined by the choice
of u will be again our basic tool�

So let �u � gL�� gR� � G be the mapping de�ned only locally around
the origin by the horizontal �ows and let �u be the corresponding sec�
tion of G � M � As an abuse of notation� we shall not mention the
de�nition domains of these and other locally de�ned mappings� Let us
write PL and PR for the parabolic subgroups in the individual com�
ponents of G and de�ne the trivial principal bundles GL � gL� � PL�
GR � gR� � PR� Further� consider the principal �bre bundle morphism
% � GL � GR � G �notice PL and PR commute and the whole mapping
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is de�ned on �bres over a neighborhood of origin in g� only�

% � ��X� p�� �Y� q�� �� �u�X� Y �pq�

Furthermore� the restrictions of % yield principal �bre bundle mor�
phisms

%L � GL � G� �X� p� �� �u�X� ��p

%R � GR � G� �Y� q� �� �u��� Y �q

and consider the one forms 	L � %�
L�L� 	R � %�

R�R� It remains to
prove that �GL� 	L� � �GR� 	R� is a bundle with Cartan connection
�de�ned locally over a neighborhood of the origin� and %�� � 	L�	R
wherever de�ned�

First notice that� due to our choices and the involutivity of the left
and right parts of TG� the forms 	L and 	R are pullbacks of the whole
� �viewed then as forms with values in g� but without any contribution
to one half of the image�� Thus the properties of the Cartan connections
are simply transfered by %L and %R� Furthermore� since the curvature
of � does not mix left and right sides either� the structure equations
for 	L and 	R are obtained as pullbacks of the structure equation
of �� In particular� the curvatures are again �� closed� Thus �GL� 	L�
and �GR� 	R� are 	�dimensional CR�manifolds of CR�codimension one
�locally around the origin of the base manifolds�� Finally� we observe
that %�� will �locally� coincide with the product of the newly con�
structed Cartan connections if and only if they will evaluate equally
on vectors tangent to a �xed section of GL � GR� Thus consider the
section �X� Y � �� ��X� e�� �Y� e��� evaluate �	L � 	R� at the vector
�W� �� � ��� Z� � T��X�e���Y�e���GL � GR�� and compare this with %���
In fact� we may even deal with the left and right components of the
tangent space separately�

Each such vector � � �
�t j�

��X � tW� e�� �Y� e�� is mapped by %L to

T �%L���� � �
�t j�

FlX�tW
� �u� and so we can easily compare the values

	L��� and %������

�	L���� � �L�
�
�t j�

Fl
����X�tW �
� �u��

%����� � �L�
�
�t j�

Fl
����X�tW�Y �
� �u���
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Next� we observe that ����Y � commutes with ����X�tW � since there
is no cohomology mixing the arguments from the left and right com�
ponents of g�� Thus we may rewrite the last expression as

%����� � �L
�
T �Fl

����Y �
� �� �

�t j�
Fl

����X�tW �
� �u��

�

� �Fl
����Y �
� ���L�

�
�t j�

Fl
����X�tW �
� �u���

Thus� in order to see that the two values coincide� it su!ces to show

that �Fl
����Y �
� ���L � �L for all Y � gR��

We know this for the �ow in the time zero� Fl
����Y �
� � idG� and so we

have just to show that �
�s
�Fl�

���Y �
s ���L vanishes identically� Each vector

in the left component of TvG is of the form ����V ��v� with V � gL and
we compute

�Fl�
���Y �

s ���L�
�
�t j�

Fl�
���V �

t �v�� � �L�
�
�t j�

Fl�
���Y �

s 	Fl�
���V �

t �v��

� �L��
���V ��Fl�

���Y �
s �v��� � V�

Since the derivative of this constant mapping vanishes� the required
invariance of �L has been proved�

Similarly we deal with the other component �R�
Finally we observe that ifM is embedded in C � � then we may always

�nd embeddings �i of the components Mi in neighborhoods of xi into
C � such that

� � �� � �� � M � C
� � C

� � C
�

is an embedding of M at x � �x�� x��� In fact� consider the initial
embedding � � M � C � � Then the restriction of � to M� � fx�g is
an embedding of M� into C � that respects the CR�structure of M��
There is a holomorphic projection �� � C

� � C � that is di�eomorphic
from ��M� � fx�g� onto its image� Denote the resulting mapping by
�� and the analogous mapping for the second component by ��� Then
�� � �� is the desired embedding� By passing to normal forms �see
Appendix B� one can even prove that the embeddings � and � are
equivalent� i�e�� � � & 	 � with some locally de�ned biholomorphic
map & � C � � C � �

	���� Chains� The last topic we want to discuss are the analogies to
the chains on CR�manifolds of CR�codimension one� We have intro�
duced the general concepts of chains and ��chains in ��� for all para�
bolic geometries� These two notions coincide for the CR�manifolds of
CR�codimension one and they also coincide with the chains de�ned in
����
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Let us recall that the amount of di�erent ��chains up to parametriza�
tions passing in �xed direction through a given point x � M � as well
as the set of all chains through x is visible from the homogeneous case
�see ����

The detailed discussion on the quadric Q is reviewed in Appendix B
with the following result� There is a one�parametric family of distin�
guished parametrizations on each �non�parametrized� ��chain� and in
each direction which does not belong to the subspace TCR

x M and does
not belong to TL

x M neither to TR
x M � there is a ��parametric class of

��chains up to their parameterizations� cf� ����� If the direction does
belong to the left or right tangent space then there is a unique ��chain
in that direction� The chains through a given point x �M are available
only in ��dimensional directions of the form fu�X  Y g � TxM  TxM
with u � G in the �bre over x and X� Y � g���

A general ��dimensional surface is said to have the chain property at
its point y if there is a chain providing a parametrization of this surface
around y�

The vector �elds ����X�� X � g�� span a two�dimensional distribu�
tion in TG which we call the chain distribution of the CR�structure�

In general� the two�dimensional �non�parameterized� chains 
ut ro�
tate around one �xed ��chain 	u��X�t� if we move the ruling frame

ut � Fl
����X�
t �u� along the horizontal �ow� This is not possible� how�

ever� if the whole torsion of our CR�structure is zero� because then the
whole chain distribution is integrable� This is in accordance with the
previous theorem claiming that the whole bundle G is the product of
two canonical Cartan bundles and the Cartan connection is a product�
too� Thus� in the torsion�free case� our chains 
u are obtained as prod�
ucts of the chains in the three�dimensional CR�manifolds� In particular
we have proved the following theorem�

����� Theorem� Let M � C � be an embedded ��dimensional hyper�
bolic CR�manifold and assume that the algebraic brackets

f � gL � TLM�TCR�LM � TCR�LM � TRM�TCR�RM

f � gR � TRM�TCR�RM � TCR�RM � TLM�TCR�LM

vanish identically� Then each chain 
u � U � g�� � M has the chain
property at each of its points�
The same conclusion holds for abstract ��dimensional hyperbolic CR�

manifolds of CR�codimension � without torsion�
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�� The elliptic structures

���� Almost complex and almost product structures� Let us
recall that on embedded elliptic 
�dimensional CR�manifolds of CR�
codimension two� the fundamental osculation ��� provides the �g� P �
structure on M with g � sl�	� C �� and its standard complex Borel sub�
algebra p �viewed both as real Lie algebras�� The proper choices for the
groups G� G�� P are discussed in Appendix B�

There are striking general similarities between the hyperbolic and
elliptic geometries� Indeed� the decomposition of the subspace g�� � g�

g�� � gL�� � gR��

induces an almost product structure on the complex tangent bundle
TCRM � We shall write again TCR�LM and TCR�RM for the individ�
ual components� Furthermore� the complex structure of the whole real
Lie algebra sl�	� C � induces the almost complex structure J on TM �
given by the formula J�Tp�����X��u�� � Tp�����iX��u�� Clearly this
formula is independent of the choice of X and u which give the same
vector ����X��u� � TxM because the adjoint action of P on g is com�
plex linear�

As we have seen in the hyperbolic case� the knowledge of the real
second cohomologies of the algebras in question is most essential� Also
now� we shall mostly deal with the abstract �g� P ��structures de�ned
on 
�dimensional manifolds but we shall point out the speci�c proper�
ties of the embedded ones� In particular� all obstructions coming from
cohomologies with cochains of the form g���g�� � g�� will disappear
automatically according to Lemma ����

Roughly speaking� the role of the integrability of the almost com�
plex structures on the complex subbundles on hyperbolic manifolds is
played by the integrability of the almost product structure on TCRM in
the elliptic case� In particular the almost product structure will always
be integrable on the embedded elliptic CR�manifolds� Further� the in�
tegrability of the almost product structure of the hyperbolic manifolds
corresponds to the integrability of the almost complex structure J on
the elliptic ones� In particular� the almost complex structure J is in�
trinsic to the manifold M and it cannot be induced by the ambient
complex structure in C � �

	��� Lemma� All irreducible components in H�
� �g�� sl�	� C �� are the

one dimensional G��modules which are generated by the cochains listed
in Table ��
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homog� cochains comment

� g�� � gL�� � g�� antilinear in both arguments

� g�� � gR�� � g�� antilinear in both arguments

� gL�� � gL�� � gR�� sesquilinear

� gR�� � gR�� � gL�� sesquilinear

� gR�� � gL�� � gL�� sesquilinear

� gL�� � gR�� � gR�� sesquilinear

� g�� � gL�� � gL� complex linear in both arguments

� g�� � gR�� � gR� complex linear in both arguments

Table �� Real second cohomologies of g� with coe!�
cients in g � sl�	� C �

Proof� Exactly as in the hyperbolic case� the complexi�cation of the
cohomologies we want to describe is fully described by the Table � in
Appendix A� Because of the complex structure on g�� each of the real
components will produce two copies in the complexi�cation� In order
to recognize them� we have to notice that complexi�cations of complex
linear maps will not swap the two copies in the complexi�ed Lie algebra�
while the antilinear ones will swap them� This simple observation leads
immediately to our Table ��

	��� Theorem� The almost complex structure J on an abstract elliptic
CR�manifold of CR�codimension two is integrable if and only if the

antilinear part �
���
aa of the curvature � of the canonical normal Cartan

connection vanishes� This in turn happens if and only if the algebraic
Lie brackets

T �����M�TCR
C

M � �TCR�LM������ � T �����M�TCR
C

M����

T �����M�TCR
C M � �TCR�RM������ � T �����M�TCR

C M����

on the complexi�ed graded tangent bundles vanish identically�

Proof� Essentially� all technique we need has been developed already� In
particular� we may repeat the computation of the Nijenhuis tensor from
the proof of Theorem 	�
� Since the whole g� is complex� we can do
that with any X� Y � g�� The result tells us that the whole Nijenhuis
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tensor N � evaluated on Tp�����X��u�� Tp�����Y ��u�� is equal

Tp����
�
������aa � �����aa � �����aa ��X� Y ��u�

�
�u��

Now� under the additional condition that the higher homogeneities can�

not contribute whenever �
���
aa �X� Y � vanishes� the Nijenhuis tensor van�

ishes if and only if ����aa vanishes� According to the table of cohomologies�
the latter expression must be given by the algebraic brackets ����� �����

Thus we have to show� that if �
���
aa vanished� then no other antilinear

component valued in g� could occur in ����� and if so� than even not
in ����� Let us assume the two brackets ����� ���� vanish� Then there
is the algebraic bracket

T �����M�TCR
C M � �TCR�LM������ � �TCRM������

which can be evaluated by means of the complexi�ed curvature com�
ponent of homogeneity two� Clearly this must come from an antilinear
component and the vanishing of this algebraic bracket is equivalent to

the vanishing of the antilinear parts �
���
aa � g�� � gL�� � g��� Using the

Bianchi identity exactly as in the end of the proof of Lemma 	�� we
verify that there is no curvature like this�

Similarly we could proceed with the remaining algebraic brackets
on the holomorphic tangent bundle with values in the antiholomorhic
tangent bundle� However� the only component of homogeneity three is

�
���
aa � g�� � g�� � g�� and this vanishes automatically because it is

complex antiliear and g�� is of �complex� dimension one�

	�	� Theorem� Let M be an abstract ��dimensional elliptic CR�mani�
fold with CR�codimension two� The distributions TCR�LM � TCR�RM in
the complex subspace TCRM are integrable if and only if the algebraic
Lie brackets

�TCR�LM������ � �TCR�LM������ � �TCR�RM�������	��

�TCR�RM������ � �TCR�RM������ � �TCR�LM�������	��

on the complexi�ed complex spaces TCR
C

M vanish identically�
In particular� these almost product structures are always integrable

on the embedded elliptic CR�manifolds�

Proof� The distributions are integrable if and only if the algebraic Lie
brackets of two �elds from the same component projected to the other
one vanish� This is equivalent to the corresponding condition on the
complexi�ed bundles TCR

C
� Now we may use the technique introduced

in 	��� Thus all the algebraic brackets in question will be linked to
speci�c components of the curvature� Since they are all living on the
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CR tangent spaces� they must vanish automatically on the embedded
elliptic manifolds�

On abstract manifolds� this means the brackets of holomorphic �elds
projected to the other component vanish automatically and the distri�
bution TCR�LM is integrable if and only if the algebraic bracket �	��
vanishes �cf� Table ��� The other distribution is treated similarly�

��� Remaining torsion components� Let us notice that also the
remaining two components of the torsion part of the curvature � of the
canonical normal Cartan connection allow an expression by algebraic
brackets� This time we obtain

�TCR�RM������ � �TCR�LM������ � �TCR�LM�������	��

�TCR�LM������ � �TCR�RM������ � �TCR�RM�������		�

and they vanish again on all embedded elliptic 
�dimensional CR�
manifolds in C � �

	�
� Theorem� Let M � C � be an embedded ��dimensional elliptic
CR�manifold of CR�codimension � and assume that the algebraic brack�
ets ���� ��
� both vanish� Then the complex structure J on the entire
Cartan bundle G is integrable� the normal Cartan connection is holo�
morphic� and there are two integrable foliations of M by complex curves
in C � which span the complex subbundle TCRM �
The same conclusion is true on the abstract ��dimensional elliptic

CR�manifolds if and only if all algebraic brackets ���� ��
�� ����� �����
����� and ���� vanish identically�

Proof� In fact� we have nearly proved all necessary facts� Again� the
same computation with the Nijenhuis tensor reveals� that the antilin�
ear part �aa of the entire curvature obstructs its integrability� Once we
assume that all the torsion vanishes� there are no components of the
curvature up to homogeneity four� This is not antilinear� however� A
simple check with the Bianchi identity shows that the complex linear
curvature components can never produce anything antilinear� Thus the
integrability of the complex structure follows� Since the complex struc�
ture J on G has been de�ned by the absolute parallelism �� clearly
� � "��G� g� is holomorphic�

On the abstract manifolds� the same argument applies if we assume
that the whole torsion vanishes� On the other� each of the components of
the torsion eventually produces some antilinear contribution in higher
homogeneities via the Bianchi identity�

Now� assume J is integrable and the torsion vanishes� Then also all
horizontal vector �elds ����X�� ����Y � with X� Y � gL��� or both in
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the other component� commute� Thus we obtain the integrable �real�
��dimensional distributions in TG spanned by their values� The integral
surfaces can be locally parametrized by the holomorphic �with respect
to J� mappings

�Ru � gR�� � TG� X �� Fl
����X�
� �u�

�Lu � gL�� � TG� X �� Fl�
���X�

� �u�

and also their projections to M will be holomorphic curves� Obviously�
we have obtained integral manifolds for the distributions TCR�R and
TCR�L�

���� Chains� LetM be a 
�dimensional elliptic CR�manifold with CR�
codimension two� x �M � � � TxM � As discussed in ���� the projections
of the �ows of horizontal vector �elds determined by elements in g��
are ��chains with speci�c properties� while

g�� 
 X �� Fl�
���X�

� �u� �� p�Fl�
���X�

� �u��

is the chain at x determined by a �xed frame u � G over x� A complex
chain is a �locally de�ned� curve 
 � C �M which is holomorphic with
respect to the almost complex structure J and has the chain property
in all its points�

	��� Theorem� If the brackets ��� and ��
� vanish on a neighbor�
hood of an elliptic point x of an embedded ��dimensional CR�manifold
M � C � of CR�codimension two� then there are unique complex chains
through x in all complex directions which do not belong to TCRM �
The same conclusion is true for the abstract elliptic CR�manifolds if

the other four obstructions against the vanishing of the torsion equal to
zero too�

Proof� Analogously to the hyperbolic structures� there is the chain dis�
tribution in TG spanned by the horizontal �elds ����X� with X � g���
Again� the straightforward inspection of the possible curvature compo�
nents reveals that there is no curvature with both arguments in g�� if
the torsion vanishes� Thus the chain distribution is integrable� Conse�
quently the �ows of the horizontal �elds yield holomorphic parameter�
izations and the theorem is proved�

� Final remarks and conclusions

��� Relation to other results� Mizner ���� constructed CR�invari�
ant connections for weakly uniform CR�structures of codimension ��
In the cases considered there� the automorphisms of the quadrics are
always linear �thus� p� is absent�� Similar results were obtained by
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Garrity and Mizner for CR�structures of codimension bigger than �
with rigid osculating quadrics� The CR�manifolds that are considered
in this paper are not covered there�

In ��� Ezhov� Isaev and Schmalz constructed parallelisms for hyper�
bolic and elliptic manifolds� These parallelisms turn out to be Cartan
connections only in very special cases� The geometric reason for that is
the presence of torsion in our Cartan connection� We were able to char�
acterize the torsion�free ��semi��at�� cases as manifolds with integrable
almost product structure in the hyperbolic case and with integrable al�
most complex structure in the elliptic case� Thus we give an answer to
the question about the geometric meaning of �semi��atness� for elliptic
manifolds that has been posed in ����

Let us also remark that the almost CR�manifolds of CR�codimension
one �e�g� certain real hypersurfaces in almost complex manifolds� have
been studied from the point of view of the general theory of parabolic
geometries in �	�� In particular� a nice geometric speci�cation of the
construction from ���	 is presented there�

��� The parabolic CR�geometry� Unfortunately� the automorph�
ism group of the parabolic quadric �	� does not �t into our scheme
of general parabolic geometries at all �notice the abuse of the non�
compatible use of the word �parabolic� which is used in the sense of
Section � now�� This is obvious already from its dimension which is ���
The structure of its in�nitesimal automorphisms is described in detail
in ���� and it turns out that the discrete center Z� of the hyperbolic
or elliptic group blows up into the additional dimension and one copy
of su��� �� sits still inside� So it plays nicely its role of an intermediate
state between the hyperbolic and elliptic points�

In particular the methods of Section � which are based on the ex�
istence of the Hodge theory on the cochains in the Lie algebra coho�
mology cannot work� One should believe that some speci�cation of the
very general approach in ���� could be applicable� We consider this as
a very interesting open problem�

�	� Webster�Tanaka connections� There is a very rich underly�
ing geometry on each manifold equipped with a Cartan connection
modelled over graded Lie algebras� In particular� we always have the
principal bundles G� � G�P� � M with structure group G� and the
principal bundle G � G� with the structure group P�� The latter bun�
dle always admits global smooth G��equivariant sections and the set
of all of them is parameterized by one�forms on M � The pullback of
the �g� � g��'component of the Cartan connection � by means of any
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of these sections provides an a!ne connection on TM � i�e� a solder�
ing form on G� together with a principal connection on G�� This con�
struction has been described in full generality in ���� and it produces
exactly the Webster�Tanaka connections on the CR�manifolds with CR�
codimension one� Thus we have a similar class of linear connections on
M underlying our elliptic and hyperbolic structures�

��� Natural bundles and invariant operators� Another very in�
teresting consequence of our construction of the canonical Cartan con�
nections is the theory of the semi�holonomic jet modules for general
parabolic geometries� which allows to transfer the problem of �nding
invariant operators which act on some natural bundles coming from
representations of P into problems in �nite dimensional representation
theory� The �rst application of this theory is worked out in �� 
��

In particular� there are the Bernstein�Gelfand�Gelfand sequences for
all irreducible G�modules V which specialize to the BGG resolution
of the constant sheaf with coe!cients in V on the homogeneous space�
see �
�� The analogies to classical complexes on CR�manifolds with CR�
codimension one should be localized inside of these sequences�

A� Cohomologies

The aim of this section is to provide the list of all non�zero coho�
mologies in H��g�� g� for the complex algebras

g � sl�	� C � � sl�	� C � p � fall upper triangular matrices in gg

We shall refer to the two copies of sl�	� C � as the left and right ones�
The two parts of g� coincide with the parts of the Cartan subalgebra
of the diagonal matrices and all the one�dimensional root spaces are
�complex� one�dimensional� We shall denote them as indicated in the
following matrices

g �

�
�

� gL��� gL�
gL���� � gL���
gL�� gL���� �

�
A�

�
�

� gR��� gR�
gR���� � gR���
gR�� gR���� �

�
A�	��

Here the stars �ll up the subalgebra g�� p� consists of the strictly upper
triangular matrices� g� � g��� � g��� as g��module� etc�

The cohomologies for modules over simple algebras are completely
described in terms of the orbits of the Weyl groups on the weights�
We shall use the notation and technique as developed in ���� First� we
have to recall a few basic facts on the representations of the parabolic
subalgebra p � g�

The Dynkin diagram of sl�	� C � is � � � The parabolic subalgebras
are denoted by crossing the nodes which correspond to the negative
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simple coroots which do not belong to p� In our case this means one
� � for both left and right sl�	� C �� The weights of irreducible rep�
resentations of p are then denoted by the coe!cients in their expres�
sions as linear combinations of fundamental weights� placed over the
corresponding nodes� The g�dominant weights have non�negative inte�
gral coe!cients� the p�dominant weights must be non�negative over the
uncrossed nodes only� For example� the trivial representation and the
�rst and second fundamental representations of sl�	� C � have the high�

est weights �
�
�
�
� �

�
�
�
� �

�
�
�
� Each p�module enjoys the �ltration of

the p�submodules such that the associated graded p module decom�
poses into the direct sum of irreducible p�modules� For example� the
�ltration and decomposition of the p�module sl�	� C � is as follows

g���� g���
g�� � � � g� � � � g�

g���� g���

�	�

and in the terms of the highest weights for the one�dimensional irre�
ducible p�modules

�
�
�
��

�
�
�
�

�
��

�
�

�
��

�
��

� � � � � � � �
�
�
�

�
��

�
�

�
�
�
�

�
�
�
��

�	
�

The whole Weyl group W of sl�	� C � is generated by the two simple
re�ections s�� s� with respect to the two simple roots� acting on the
weights g���

s� � �
a

�
b

�� �
�a

�
a� b

s� � �
a
�
b

�� �
a � b

�
�b

�	��

Since our parabolic subalgebra p � g is the Borel subalgebra� the cor�
responding parabolic subgroup W p coincides with the whole W �

The di�erential � respects the homogeneities of the cochains and so
the cohomologies split into homogeneous components H�

� �g�� g� too�
Moreover� we have the identi�cation Hp

� �g�� g� � Hp
���p�� g� �of real

vector spaces�� Thus the Kostant�s version of the Bott�Borel�Weil the�
orem is relevant for our aims as well�

A��� Theorem� Let p � g be a parabolic subalgebra in a complex sim�
ple algebra g� If A is a �nite dimensional irreducible g�module of highest
weight �� then the whole cohomology H��p�� A� is completely reducible
as a p�module and the irreducible components with highest weight �
occur if and only if there is an element w � W p � W such that
� � w�� � w�� � �� � � and in that case it occurs in degree jwj
with multiplicity one�
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H��p�� C � �
�
�
�

H��p�� sl�	� C �� �
�
�
�

H��p�� C �
�
��

�
�

�
�
�
��

H��p�� sl�	� C ��
�
��

�
�

�
�
�
��

H��p�� C �
�
�
�
��

�
��

�
�

H��p�� sl�	� C ��
�
�
�
�


�
�


�
�

Table �

The degree of an element w � W is de�ned as the smallest possible
number of simple re�ections whose composition is w� See e�g� ��� ���
for the proof the Theorem�

Now� we have a simple procedure to compute the cohomologies� First�
we write down the labelled Dynkin diagram depicting the g�dominant
highest weight �� For example� the highest weight of the adjoint rep�

resentation is �
�
�
�
� Then we add one to each coe!cient and act by

combinations of simple re�ections according to �	��� Finally we sub�
tract one from each coe!cient� The p�dominant results are just the
highest weights of the cohomologies�

Unfortunately� we deal with a sum g � gL � gR of two simple al�
gebras� In order to make use of the latter theorem� we shall view the
representation spaces of g and p as the �exterior� tensor products A��B
of gL�modules A and gR�modules B� In particular� we understand the
adjoint representation on g � gL � gR as

g � �gL �� C � � �C �� gR�

with the obvious tensorial actions of p� � pL� � pR��
The cohomology with values in a direct sum of modules is just the

direct sum of the cohomologies with values in the submodules� Now�
the K�unneth theorem implies for each tensor product of our modules
A��B

Hp�pL� � pR�� A��B� �
X
i�j�p

�
H i�pL�� A���Hj�pR�� B�

�
��	��

Thus� in order to compute the second cohomologies

H�
� �p

L
� � pR�� sl�	� C � � sl�	� C ��

we have to know all cohomologies H i
��p�� sl�	� C ��� i � �� �� �� and

H i
��p�� C �� The results computed by the procedure as described above

are listed in Table 	�
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homogeneities components in H��pL� � pR�� g
L � C �

total
actions of

EL� ER� FL� FR components cochains

�� ���	� �� � �
�
�
�
���

�
�
��

gR� � gR��� � gL�

�� ���	� ���� �
�
�
�
���

��
�
�

gR� � gR��� � gL�

�� ���������� �
��

�
�
���

��
�
�

gL��� � gR��� � gL���

�� �������� � �
��

�
�
���

�
�
��

gL��� � gR��� � gL���

�� ����� ���� �
�
�
��
���

��
�
�

gL��� � gR��� � gL���

�� ����� �� � �
�
�
��
���

�
�
��

gL��� � gR��� � gL���

�� ��� �� �� � �
�
�
�

���

�
�
�

gL� � gL��� � gL����

�� ������ �� � �
�


�
�
���

�
�
�

gL� � gL��� � gL����

Table �

The homogeneity of the components is given by the sum of the coe!�
cients� which is the action by the so called grading element E � sl�	� C ��
E � diag��� ������ There is another independent element F � sl�	� C ��
F � diag������	� ��� which acts trivially on g�� by � on g����� and by
�� on g����� Thus the action of F on a weight module is given by one
third of the di�erence of the coe!cients over the nodes in the Dynkin
diagram�

Now� the rest of our computation is quite easy since all irreducible
components in the cohomologies are one�dimensional� Thus in order
to localize the representatives of cohomologies as bilinear mappings�
we have just to evaluate the actions of the left and right g��elements
EL� ER� FL� FR on the weight modules in the second cohomologies
and this always describes the possible domain and target of a bilinear
representative in the space of cochains uniquely� A half of the result is
listed in Table �� The other half is obtained by mutually replacing all
the left and right components�

In fact� we are interested in the real cohomologies H�
� �g�� su��� ���

su��� ��� and H�
� �g�� sl�	� C �� where g� is the negative complement to

the real Borel subalgebras p� As we have mentioned already� the lat�
ter cohomologies are dual to the real cohomologies H�

���p�� su��� ���
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su��� ��� and H�
���g�� sl�	� C ��� Thus the complexi�cations of the re�

quested cohomologies will be dual �as real modules� to those listed in
Table ��

B� Normal forms

For embedded real�analytic hyperbolic or elliptic CR�manifolds one
has constructions of normal coordinates in the ambient space in a neigh�
borhood of a given point� These coordinates are uniquely determined
up to some Lie�group action of the isotropy group of the quadric ���
resp� ���� The equation of the manifold takes then a special form called
normal form that re�nes the osculation ��� by the quadric� These con�
structions generalize Chern'Moser�s normal form for real�analytic hy�
persurfaces in C n � They were obtained by Loboda ��
� in the hyperbolic
and by Ezhov and Schmalz ���� in the elliptic case�

Let us recall the isotropy groups of the quadrics� It is convenient to
choose coordinates that re�ect the geometric structure of the quadrics�
The hyperbolic quadric is the direct product of two hyperspheres in
C � �

v� � jz�j
�� v� � jz�j

��

The geometric structure of the elliptic quadric will be revealed by pass�
ing to coordinates

w�
� � w� � iw�� w�

� � w� � iw��

Then v� � iv� �
w
�
�
� �w�

�

�i
and the equation of the quadric takes the form

V �
w�
� � �w�

�

�i
� z��z��

Thus this quadric carries a complex structure( it is a complex hyper�
surface in C

� with coordinates z�� �z�� w
�
�� �w

�
�� Below we will use these

coordinates and omit the sharps�
The automorphism group of any quadric contains a transitive sub�

group called Heisenberg group� For any point �p� q� at the quadric the
Heisenberg translation that takes the origin into �p� q� has the form

z� � z � p

w� � w � q � �ihz� pi�

Thus� any automorphism decomposes into a Heisenberg translation
and an isotropic automorphism� The subgroup of isotropic automor�
phisms will play the role of the parabolic subgroup P with Lie algebra
p�
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For both our quadrics the isotropic automorphisms can be written
by the well�known Poincar�e formula for sphere automorphisms

Z� � C�Z � AW ���� �i �AZ � �R � iA �A�W ���

W � � C �CW ��� �i �AZ � �R � iA �A�W ����

where Z and W are diagonal � � ��matrices with entries z�� z� and
w�� w�� respectively� C and A are complex� and R is a real diagonal
matrix� There occurs an additional discrete automorphism that inter�
changes z� � z� and w� � w�� The group P decomposes into G�

and P� where G� consists of the linear isotropic automorphisms �with
A � R � �� including the discrete automorphism� and P� consists of
the �non�linear� automorphisms with C � E� The Lie algebras of the
latter subgroups are g� and p�� respectively�

The only di�erence between the hyperbolic and elliptic case is a
di�erent de�nition of the complex conjugation� In the hyperbolic case
the conjugation is the usual one and R is real means that it has real
entries� Thus� the automorphisms also split into a direct product� Since
the automorphism group of the sphere is SU��� ���Z� this shows that
the automorphism group of the hyperbolic quadric is

�
�SU��� ���Z��� �SU��� ���Z��

�
o Z��

In the elliptic case the complex conjugation is the usual one combined
with interchanging z� � z� and w� � w�� R is real means now that the
entries are mutually complex conjugated numbers� The identi�cation
of the automorphism group G as

�
SL�	� C ��Z�

�
o Z�

is less evident than in the hyperbolic case� As shown in ���� the Lie alge�
bra of in�nitesimal automorphisms of the elliptic quadric is isomorphic
to sl�	� C �� Since G acts e�ectively at sl�	� C � via Ad one can consider
G as a subgroup of Aut sl�	� C �� Both groups have the same dimen�
sion and consist of two connected components� Therefore they must
coincide� It is not hard to check that Aut sl�	� C � �� SL�	� C ��Z� o Z��

It follows from the explicit description of the action of G on the in�
�nitesimal automorphisms that P is exactly the subgroup that respects
the �ltration of g by the p�submodules �cf� �����

Let us remark that the hyperbolic and elliptic quadrics have compact
completions in C P� � C P� resp� C P� � C � All automorphisms extend to
automorphisms of the completion and are then linear with respect to
the corresponding homogeneous coordinates �see ������ Moreover� these
completions can be considered as G�P �
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Now we formulate the concrete normal form conditions� In the hy�
perbolic case the normalized equation of the manifolds takes the form

vj � jzjj
� �
X

N j
kl�z� �z� u���	��

where N j
kl � N j

lk are polynomials of degree k in z and of degree l in �z
with coe!cients that are analytic functions of u � Rew� The summa�
tion runs over all integral k� l with maxfk� lg � � and minfk� lg � �
The polynomials satisfy the conditions

�N�
k�

��z�
� �

�N�
k�

��z�
� �� for k � �

��N�
��

�z��z�
� �

��N�
��

�z��z�
� �

��N�
��

�z��z���z���z�
� �

��N�
��

�z��z���z���z�
� �

��N�
��

��z������z��� ju���

� �
��N�

��

��z������z��� ju���

� �

�
N�
��

��z������z��� ju���

� �
�
N�

��

��z������z��� ju���

� �

��N�
��

��z������z��� ju���

� �
��N�

��

��z������z��� ju���

� ��

In the elliptic case the normalized equation takes the form

V � z��z� �
X

Nkl�z� �z�U������

where U � w�� �w�

�
and theNkl are polynomials as above �though without

additional reality condition�� The summation is also as above and the
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polynomials satisfy the conditions

�Nk�

��z�
� �

�N�k

�z�
� �� for k � �

��N��

�z���z��z�
� �

��N��

��z���z��z�
� �

��N��

�z��z���z���z�
� �

��N��

��z������z��� j����

� �

�
N��

��z������z��� j����

� �
�
N��

��z�����z����z��� j����

� �

��N��

��z������z��� j����

� ��

From the normal form one can see that the real ��dimensional surface
fz � �� v � �g resp� fz � �� V � �g is always contained in the
manifold� It is called standard ��chain �� �with respect to the given
normalization�� One can de�ne analytic ��chains as all possible images
of the standard ��chain under renormalizations� The family of chains
passing through a given point does not depend on the choice of normal
coordinates but it does depend on the initial point� In di�erence to the
situation for hypersurfaces a ��chain � for the initial point p need not
be a ��chain for other points p� � ��

It is easy to obtain the analytic ��chains for the quadrics through
the origin as the images of the standard chain under isotropic auto�
morphisms� Thus these ��chains coincide with the geometrically de�
�ned chains from ���� One obtains that unparametrized ��chains are
the intersections of the quadric with so�called matrix lines Z � AW �
where Z�W�A have the same meaning as above� Automorphisms with
C � E� A � � preserve the standard chain and change only the pa�
rameter� Since the renormalizations of a manifold coincide up to higher
order terms with automorphisms of the osculating quadric this shows
that there exists exactly one ��chain through the origin tangent to
fZ � AUg�

The ��chains considered in ��� can be easily described for quadrics
�see ������ The projections of the ��parametric families from g�� are
straight lines in �� through the origin� All other ��chains are obtained
by the action of isotropic automorphisms� Since the latter preserve
��chains it follows that ��chains always remain in some ��chain� The
isotropic automorphisms decompose into one automorphism that pre�
serves �� and one that maps �� to another chain� Therefore it su!ces to
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study the ��chains that are contained in ��� For the hyperbolic quadric
we have the following situation�

� There are two singular directions at �� such that the only ��chains
in these directions are straight lines� fu� � �g and fu� � �g�

� In all non�singular directions one has a ��parametric family of
��chains consisting of one straight line and hyperbolas

u� �
	u�

�� 
u�
�����

where 	 indicates the direction and 
 is the additional parameter�
� ��chains may intersect at single points or singular ��chains only�

In the elliptic case we have

� In any direction of �� there is a ��parametric family of ��chains
consisting of a straight line and circles


�u�� � u��� � sin	u� � cos	u� � ������

where 	 indicates the direction and 
 is the additional parameter�
� ��chains intersect at single points�
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